Sunday, 08 July 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
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It is a beautiful warm & sunny summer here on
the north east coastline of the UK, which is a
bit of a rarity; in fact it is the first one I
remember since returning to the north more
than a decade ago!
I didn’t see the England mach yesterday as I
was at my youngest great nephews third
birthday party, but the men were indoors
watching it so we women were kept abreast of
the score while sitting out in the sunshine,
watching the kids play on the bouncy castle.
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This young squad are outshining their
predecessors - who supposedly are the crème
de la crème of English football, but putting all
of those huge egos together on one squad has
constantly proven to be a disaster.
Image 1: We are about half way through the
current paper collection ‘mono flowers’ now,
so about two weeks left to run.
Image 2: Now I have finished uploading the
recent two floral collections: Alpine flowers &
floral oval’s, I can get back to some individual
sheets. Here a pretty image of a lady at the
garden gate.
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Image 3: I took the sketchpad out into the
garden the other day & came up with this
anatomical drawing, so I canned it into the
computer later where I could play with it & this
is what I came up with.
Image 4: The background paper I created to go
along with the previous sheet.
Image 5: I quite like how this card
kit/decoupage topper sheet came out & as I
had space on the page I added a smaller mirror
imaged pair for you.
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Image 6: I thought you may like the
background paper that I created for the
previous sheet.
Image 7: The next one in this collection of card
kits, must write a note on my chalkboard door
so I remember to get the worksheet for the box
sorted this week, otherwise I will get to the end
of the uploads & still not have done it!
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Image 8: I have mentioned in the updates that I
began work on Christmas 2018 recently, so
with a bunch of stuff now in the file I thought I
would start publishing them to the site with
this one.
It contains six sheets in all, three background
papers as well as two sheets of duo decoupage
toppers & a final sheet with four mini sets of
the same.
Image 9: You know how much I enjoy figuring
out how to construct stuff & so another
template, this one for a little briefcase/attaché
case.
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You could shrink down the sheet in your printer
settings & create mini one’s to use as
embellishments too!
Image 10, 11 & 12: Now I am not running a
bunch of collections & series all at the same
time I thought we could get back to the sets I
created which include the envelope.
There are four sets in this particular series, all of
which have a decoupage sheet, backing sheet
& envelope in the download.
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Image 13: I was sorting through the files earlier
in the week & deleting some that I decided I
didn’t like – this one almost went into the bin
too but then I changed my mind & decided that
I would use it as the bonus sheet to accompany
the newsletter this morning!
So a magical little decoupage sheet featuring
two little fairies playing amongst the flowers.
Catch up with you all again later for the update
as usual.

Rita x

